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FANTASY BROWN 
PRODUCT TYPE

Marble

ORIGIN

India

STOCKED FINISH

Honed (H)

Satin (S)

STOCKED SIZES

2 × 2 Mesh Mosaic (H)

2 × 2 Hex Mesh (H)

4 × 16 × 3/8 (H)

Stackstone (H)

12 × 24 × 3/8 (S)

ADDITIONAL STOCKED ITEMS

7-3/16 × 19-5/8 Honed 3D Stack Mesh

7-3/16 × 19-5/8 Split 3D Stack Mesh

RECOMMENDED USES

Commercial

Residential

**Interior Floor

**Exterior Floor

Interior Wall 

Exterior Cladding

Fireplaces

Shower Walls

*Shower Floors

STOCKED SLABS
Available in Polished & Satin

3/4” (2cm slab) 

1-1/4” (3cm slab) 

2 × 2 Mesh Mosaic (H) 2 × 2 Hex Mesh (H)

4 × 16 × 3/8 (H) Stackstone (H)

Fantasy Brown Honed 3D Stack 7-3/16 × 19-5/8 Mesh

Fantasy Brown Split 3D Stack 7-3/16 × 19-5/8 Mesh

*Honed 2 x 2 Mesh & 2 x 2 Hex only
** Excluding 3D Stack variations

12 × 24 × 3/8 (S)

SIZE SF/PIECE PIECES/BOX SF/BOX UNITS/PALLET SF/PALLET

2 × 2 Mesh Mosaic (H) 1 5 5 450 450

2 × 2 Hex Mesh (H) 1 5 5 450 450

4 × 16 × 3/8 (H) .4444 20 8.89 1000 444

Stackstone (H) 1 5 5 450 450

12 × 24 × 3/8 (S) 2 5 10 42 420

Fantasy Brown Honed 3D Stack 7-3/16 × 19-5/8 Mesh 0.9795 6 6 288 288

Fantasy Brown Split 3D Stack 7-3/16 × 19-5/8 Mesh 1.9795 4 4 192 192

Fantasy Brown is a beige marble from India with brown detailing. The 

linear movement in each individual piece of Fantasy Brown contrasts 

beautifully with its warm white undertones. Fantasy Brown is from 

northern India and it is such a hard marble, that it needs to be cut using 

a granite gang saw instead of a marble gang saw. Due to its hardness, it 

is well suited for kitchen countertop use. During the brushing process for 

the satin finish, an epoxy resin is applied to the surface of the stone to fill 

in any natural pits, cracks or fissures that may exist. This does not affect 

the durability, maintenance or beauty of the stone. It is possible for some 

of the more minute pits that are too small to effectively hold the resin, to 

reopen during other finishing stages. However, this will not detract from 

the overall quality or appearance of the stone. Piece to piece variation 

in shade or color are inherent in all-natural stone products; therefore, 

when installing natural stone tile, it is recommended to mix tiles from 

several boxes at a time during installation to achieve the best range 

of color. When installing white marble, you must use a white thinset; 

using grey thinset will leave trowel lines and could stain the marble. 

As natural stone products, it is recommended that these be sealed to 

extend their longevity. It is also recommended that the stone be sealed 

before grouting.


